
 
 

LG LM7600 CINEMA 3D SMART LED HDTV WITH MAGIC REMOTE 
 

 Cinema Screen – LG’s Cinema Screen 
technology limits the bezel to roughly 5mm, 
giving it an even more streamlined, modern 
look, while also providing a more immersive 
viewing experience. 
 

 CINEMA 3D – With LG CINEMA 3D 
technology you can experience movie 
theater-style 3D at home. Enjoy amazing 3D 
effects, comfortable, lightweight glasses, 2D 
to 3D content conversion, 3D depth control 
and a clear picture from virtually any angle.* 

 FPR CINEMA 3D technology provides 
a great 3D effect without the distracting flicker of active-shutter glasses and virtually no 
cross-talk. 

 Upgraded 2D to 3D Conversion with improved depth effect enables any 2D content to be 
seen in immersive 3D. 

 3D Depth Control lets you optimize 3D content to your personal preference by adjusting the 
amount of 3D effect applied to the content.  

 3D Sound Zooming offers users a maximized 3D experience with sound effect changing in 
accordance with the movement of on-screen objects. 

 
 Smart TV – A revolutionary, easy way to access limitless content, thousands of movies, 

customizable apps, videos and browse the web all set up in a simple to use interface. That’s what 
you get with an LG Smart TV experience, the next generation in entertainment organized within a 
simple to navigate platform.** 

 You can get premium content from providers like Netflix, Hulu Plus, VUDU and many others 
as well as access a one-stop-shop for 3D content called the LG 3D Zone and hundreds of 
applications in the LG App store. 

 Incorporating HTML 5 and Flash allows the Web browser to function as a full internet 
browser with video support. 

 The enhanced Smart TV dashboard is customizable so you can navigate and personalize the 
interface by putting your favorite content options right on the main page. 

 
 Magic Remote – Works like magic. Selecting features on your TV is as easy as the wave of your 

hand or using the wheel option to scroll up and down through menu selections. TV remote clicking 
is soon to be a thing of the past. 
 

 Additional Information 
 Model Number: LM7600 
 Screen sizes: 47”, 55” 
 MSRP: 47” $1,949.99; 55” $2,549.99 

 



 
 
Specifications, pricing and availability subject to change without notice 
 
*For a small percentage of the population, the viewing of stereoscopic 3D video technology may cause discomfort such as 
headaches, dizziness or nausea. If you experience any symptoms, discontinue using the 3D functionality and contact your 
health care provider. 6 pairs of 3D glasses included. Additional 3D glasses sold separately. 
 
**Wireless Internet connection & certain subscriptions required and sold separately. Content and services vary by product 
and are subject to change without notice. 
  



 
 

LG LM6700 CINEMA 3D SMART LED HDTV WITH MAGIC REMOTE 
 

 Cinema Screen – LG’s Cinema Screen technology 
limits the bezel to roughly 5mm, giving it an even 
more streamlined, modern look, while also 
providing a more immersive viewing experience. 
 

 CINEMA 3D – With LG CINEMA 3D technology you 
can experience movie theater-style 3D at home. 
Enjoy amazing 3D effects, comfortable, lightweight 
glasses, 2D to 3D content conversion, 3D depth 
control and a clear picture from virtually any 
angle.* 

 FPR CINEMA 3D technology provides a great 3D effect without the distracting flicker of 
active-shutter glasses and virtually no cross-talk. 

 Upgraded 2D to 3D Conversion with improved depth effect enables any 2D content to be 
seen in immersive 3D. 

 3D Depth Control lets you optimize 3D content to your personal preference by adjusting the 
amount of 3D effect applied to the content.  

 3D Sound Zooming offers users a maximized 3D experience with sound effect changing in 
accordance with the movement of on-screen objects. 

 
 Smart TV – A revolutionary, easy way to access limitless content, thousands of movies, 

customizable apps, videos and browse the web all set up in a simple to use interface. That’s what 
you get with an LG Smart TV experience, the next generation in entertainment organized within a 
simple to navigate platform.** 

 You can get premium content from providers like Netflix, Hulu Plus, VUDU and many others 
as well as access a one-stop-shop for 3D content called the LG 3D Zone and hundreds of 
applications in the LG App store. 

 Incorporating HTML 5 and Flash allows the Web browser to function as a full internet 
browser with video support. 

 The enhanced Smart TV dashboard is customizable so you can navigate and personalize the 
interface by putting your favorite content options right on the main page. 

 
 Magic Remote – Works like magic. Selecting features on your TV is as easy as the wave of your 

hand or using the wheel option to scroll up and down through menu selections. TV remote clicking 
is soon to be a thing of the past. 
 

 Additional Information 
 Model Number: LM6700 
 Screen sizes: 47”, 55” 
 MSRP: 47” $1,749.99; 55” $2,299.99 

 
Specifications, pricing and availability subject to change without notice 
 



 
 
*For a small percentage of the population, the viewing of stereoscopic 3D video technology may cause discomfort such as 
headaches, dizziness or nausea. If you experience any symptoms, discontinue using the 3D functionality and contact your 
health care provider. 6 pairs of 3D glasses included. Additional 3D glasses sold separately. 
 
**Wireless Internet connection & certain subscriptions required and sold separately. Content and services vary by product 
and are subject to change without notice. 
  



 
 

LG 3D Blu-ray 1000W Home Theater System (BH6820SW)  

 
 

 If you want to make the most out of your HD entertainment, the BH6820SW 3D Blu-ray Home 
Theater System more than delivers. With LG Smart TV you get access to limitless content, 
thousands of movies, customizable apps, instant streaming movies, shows and music direct from 
your Wi-Fi® connection to your TV. With full HD video and superior audio performance with Blu-ray 
along with crystal-clear, dazzling sound from state-of-the-art speakers. 

 

 3D, 2D and Up-scaling – Enjoy 3D Blu-ray Disc™ movies in Full HD 1080p. Also supports standard 
Blu-ray Disc movies in high definition and up-scales DVDs to near HD quality. 
 

 LG Smart TV – Provides consumers with a simple-to-use interface that allows access to thousands 
of movies, customizable apps and videos, almost an endless supply of content.* 

 Premium content providers include Netflix™, Vudu™, YouTube™, Hulu Plus™, CinemaNow™, 
Pandora, among others. 

 The LG App Store is populated with a series of applications for download from games to 
data feeds. 

 

 Wi-Fi Built-in – Less clutter. More possibilities. Cut loose from messy wires. Integrated Wi-Fi® 
Connectivity allows you take advantage of Internet Entertainment Access from any available Wi-Fi® 
connection, anywhere in its range.* 
 

 Wireless Rear Speaker – Installation placement is simple and speaker wire management is reduced 
with the wireless rear speakers. 
 

 Additional Information 
 Model Number: BH6820SW 
 MSRP: $429.99 

 
Specifications, pricing and availability subject to change without notice 
 
*Internet connection and certain subscriptions required and sold separately.  
  



 
 

LG Network 3D Blu-ray™ Disc Player (BP620)  
 

 If you want stunning Full HD 1080p 
and the unlimited possibilities of 
entertainment access, you’ve found 
it with the BP620 3D Blu-ray Disc™ 
Player. With LG Smart TV access 
and integrated Wi-Fi® connectivity, 
you get thousands of movies, Apps, 
shows and online videos straight to your TV from your wireless Internet connection at home. 
 

 3D, 2D and Up-scaling – Enjoy 3D Blu-ray Disc™ movies in Full HD 1080p. Also supports standard 
Blu-ray Disc movies in high definition and up-scales DVDs to near HD quality. 
 

 LG Smart TV – Provides consumers with a simple-to-use interface that allows access to thousands 
of movies, customizable apps and videos, almost an endless supply of content. 

o Premium content providers include Netflix™, Vudu™, YouTube™, Hulu Plus™, CinemaNow™, 
Pandora, among others. 

 The LG App Store is populated with a series of applications for download from games to 
data feeds. 

 
 Integrated WiFi – With built-in Wi-Fi connectivity, the BP620 easily integrates into any home 

network by connecting directly to any existing 802.11b/g/n wireless home network. This 
technology allows you to cut loose from messy wires and take advantage of LG Smart TV from any 
available Wi-Fi connection, anywhere in its range. 
 

 Smart Share – You can access videos, photos and music from your home network through this 
DLNA certified media player. This feature brings digital entertainment libraries within easy reach to 
the big-screen and provides access to content like family videos and photos, stored on other DLNA-
certified devices within the home, such as computers. 
 

 Additional Information 
 Model Number: BP620 
 MSRP: $149.99 

 
Specifications, pricing and availability subject to change without notice 
 
Internet connection and subscriptions required and sold separately. 3D glasses required and sold separately. 
 
For a small percentage of the population, the viewing of stereoscopic 3D video technology may cause discomfort such as 
headaches, dizziness or nausea. If you experience any symptoms, discontinue using the 3D functionality and contact your 
health care provider.  
  



 
 

LG Sound Bar Audio System (NB2420A)  

 
 

 This powerful sound bar speaker is designed for optimal use with your flat-panel TV and has flexible 
placement options on either a wall or a tabletop. 
 

 Don’t just watch 3D, hear it in 3D. This sound system is equipped with 3D Sound Optimizer to help 
achieve a greater level of sound immersion with 3D content. 
 

 Two Optical Inputs deliver convenience and digital quality for connecting to your audio sources. 
 

 The 160W 2 Channel Virtual Surround Sound emitted from the six-speaker Sound Bar makes this 
sound bar more than capable of filling a medium-sized room with clear, impactful sound. 
 

 Installation is simple and easily configurable with included wall mount bracket.  
 
 Bluetooth streaming capability allows users to wirelessly stream music from their Bluetooth-

enabled MP3 player, smart phone, tablet PC or laptop directly to the sound bar and enjoy high 
quality audio performance.  

 
 The slim design matches up perfectly with a 42-inch flat panel TV, one of the most popular class 

sizes sold in the U.S. 
 

 Additional Information 
 Model Number: NB2420A 
 MSRP: $199.99 

 
Specifications, pricing and availability subject to change without notice 
  



 
 

LG Mouse Scanner (LSM-100)  
 

 LG’s Scanner Mouse builds on portable scanners, 
creating a functioning PC peripheral with 
multiple uses. 
 

 Scanning via dragging makes the mouse 
remarkably easy to use with its built-in high-
definition camera. 
 

 The editing power of the software uses Optical 
Character Recognition to turn scanned text into 
editable Microsoft Word or Excel documents. 
 

 This intuitive device can share images in real-
time through Twitter, Facebook, Flickr and other 
social media. 
 

 The mouse itself is a laser sensor at 1,200 DPI; 
the scanner is adjustable up to 320 DPI and can 
save images up to size A3 as JPEG, TIFF, PNG, 
BMP, XLS, DOC and PDF files. 
 

 Additional Information 
 Model Number: LSM-100 
 MSRP: $129.99 

 
Specifications, pricing and availability subject to change without notice 
 
 


